Call them what you will: peep sights, receiver sights, or aperture sights. I will use the terms interchangeably herein for easier reading. However you choose to describe them, you ought to consider trying one on your hunting rifle. Now, I’m sure the purists will want to pick nits and say that each term has a distinct meaning and I won’t argue it as there are many different variations on the basic design, but what I’m talking about here is looking through a small round hole very close to your eye at a flat-topped post front sight on which sits your target. Using aperture sights is simple. Pick up the rifle, put the target on the front sight, and press the trigger. The aperture, close to your eye, becomes almost invisible when you look through it, a “ghost ring” in which your eye automatically centers the front sight. With very little practice, complex motion becomes a learned reflex and you no longer have to think about it. You just do it. Fast. Simple.

**How They Work**

How they work is a little more complicated, but still not rocket science. The human eye has a lot of things in common with the camera with which we can draw useful parallels, so let’s start there. The f-stop on a camera is a variable aperture behind the camera’s lens that allows you to regulate the amount and angle of the light that passes through the lens and onto the film or photo-receptor in a digital camera. With the f-stop opened wide, you have little depth of field, and you have to choose what part of the frame will be in focus. Likewise with your eye under normal daylight conditions, you have to focus back and forth to see objects at differing distances clearly. Young eyes can do this almost without effort, and it’s easy to look from the front to the rear sight to the target, etc. It gets harder and slower as your eyes age, however.

But when you change the camera’s f-stop to a smaller-sized opening, you narrow the path of the light, eliminate the peripheral light, and you increase the depth of field. Things both near and far are in focus at the same time. Think about the simplest pinhole cameras. Every single element of the image is in sharp focus, regardless of its relative distance from the camera.

With your shooting eye, this means that by narrowing the available light and increasing the depth of field, you don’t have to keep refocusing back and forth between sights and target. They’re both in focus at the same time. As I said, the older you get, the harder it is and the longer it takes to change focus. The immediate advantages of this are readily apparent.

There’s even a way to make use of this principle with open sights, too. Punch a small round hole in a piece of black electrical tape and stick it on the lens of your shooting or prescription glasses over your shooting eye. It’s not magic. Really. It just seems that way when you try it. Merit and other companies make a tiny variable aperture that attaches with a tiny suction cup to the lens of your prescription or shooting glasses: simple, elegant perfection for target shooting.

The fanciest versions of peep sights can be found on match rifles. Target shooters love them for their repeatable micrometer adjustments and because they have the option of screw-in inserts with differing aperture sizes for different ranges and targets. To complement them are a wide variety of matching globe front sights with their own interchangeable reticle-like inserts. Some even have spirit levels for consistent holds. Incredibly precise, they’re much too slow to be of any use hunting, though a fascinating topic to read up on nonetheless.

**Using Peep Sights**

But this is an article about hunting rifles. While the advantages of putting receiver sights on your hunting rifle are numerous, they’re not for every situation. Here in New Hampshire, most shots we get at deer, bear, or moose are between 25 and 75 yards. The woods are thick, though sometimes you can find yourself in a field or a sizeable clearcut. Still, 150 yards is a really long shot here, but well within the effective range of peep sights. In other parts of the country, hunting in bean fields, prairies, or canyons and shooting at ranges between 200 and 500 yards, don’t throw away your scope. At those ranges, you’ll likely have plenty of time and your quarry probably won’t know you’re there. Thick cover and fast shots at close ranges aren’t unique to New England, however, and maybe you can make use of some old Yankee know-how for hunting Texas javelina or Montana mulies. Truth to tell, most anyone who learned how to shoot before scopes grew up and left the target ranges for the hunting fields could teach you more than a few
things about them. When they do, you should listen. You can never learn too much about something you enjoy.

So, what’s so great about peep sights? Well, to start with, when you use peep sights you get to keep both your eyes open, and retain your depth perception - not the same as depth of field. I’m talking about the ability to tell how far away from you something is, which would otherwise be lost if you were using only one eye. Witness the success, variety, and popularity of red-dot optical sights.

Peep sights are extremely fast to use, especially on moving targets, because you don’t focus on the rear sight. Just swing the rifle, put the deer on top of the post, and press the trigger. Even with them, you will always be more accurate with as solid a rest as you can find handy, especially for shooting longer distances. But sometimes when you’re in the brush and the deer start jumping, you have to snapshoot. The ranges are never long, but you definitely don’t have time to be squinting at your sights and trying to focus. I think that’s one reason so many hunters “climb up the rifle” and shoot high when they have to get a shot off quickly in thick cover: trying to see over the blurry buckhorn rear sight that keeps getting in the way of fast target acquisition and tracking. Don’t even think about trying to use any kind of a scope in such a situation, the deer will be in the next county before you can get off a shot.

Aperture sights are very accurate, both because they create a longer sight radius mounted on the receiver than traditional barrel-mounted open sights, and because they give you a consistent sight picture for every shot.

They cannot be beat in low light situations. Where you’d lose a thinner front sight in shadow, the wide, flat post remains clearly visible. You don’t really see the “ghost ring”, but your eye reflexively centers the top of the post in it. Open rear sights vanish when you enter timber shadows on a sunny day, and it can take anywhere from a few seconds to a minute or more for older eyes to adjust to sudden changes in lighting. In the early morning and late evening, when you can see neither open sights nor unlighted scope reticles, peep sights will give you those precious extra minutes when the game is often on the move.

Once their rifles are sighted in, most hunters will opt to remove the screw-in inserts from their receiver sights for greater visibility and faster speed of target acquisition with the larger hole, and most usually use them with a flat-topped post. A similar system with large holes (minus the inserts) is found on many military rifles, and also on some slug shooting shotguns for much the same reasons.

All of my deer rifles except one, a scout rifle, are equipped with peep sights. My trusty old bolt action Remington 788 in .308 wears a Williams receiver sight with a handmade custom brass front post.

My muzzleloader, an older Thompson/Center Renegade with a Green Mountain drop-in barrel in .54 cal. wears one of T/C’s excellent tang-mounted versions.

Last, but not least, my cast boolit rig, a T/C Contender Carbine in .30-30 wears a T/C peep sight.

My small game rifle, a Ruger 10/22, wears a Williams sight, too, though it needed to have a taller front sight installed. My local gunsmith found both in Brownells and ordered them for me.
This particular front sight has a round gold bead instead of my preferred post, but as it’s seldom used in low light situations, I’m happy with it as it is. No squirrel, raccoon, or woodchuck has ever stopped to complain about it. When I have screwed the small-holed aperture back into the sight, it has easily held its own against anything in its class at local charity and turkey shoots.

One can find other makers of receiver sights, some still in production, while others are a gun show only find. Some names that come to mind besides Williams and T/C are Lyman, Winchester, Redfield, and Marbles. I’m sure there are more, too.

One company, NECG (New England Custom Gun Services), now makes emergency peep sights that mount easily onto Weaver or Ruger scope bases.

Not so many new rifles today come already drilled and tapped for them from the factory, but most older used rifles are. At one time, such sights were factory options on many single shot and lever action rifles, and there were numerous aftermarket tang-mounted fold-down post sights available. Even if your current rifle isn’t drilled and tapped, it’s a simple and inexpensive job for your local gunsmith, and it’s even a reasonably easy project with the right jig for the amateur. It’s a good excuse for a pleasant hour or two of wandering through the Brownells catalog looking at tools and sights, either way.

**Practice, Practice, Practice**

Now, when you’ve got the sight properly mounted onto your rifle, remember that there is a little more to it than just sighting it in from the bench and heading off into the woods. If you’ve done much shooting of military rifles like M1 Carbines, Garands, AR-15/M-16s, etc., it won’t take much to get comfortable with the system. But if you haven’t, do get yourself down to the range and practice: offhand, sitting, and making use of natural rests.

You really need to be shooting at least a box of ammo each range session, and more is better. Weekly visits to the range for several months before hunting season isn’t at all excessive, no matter what kind of sights are on your rifle. The truth is, most hunters are not target shooters and very few hunters practice anywhere near enough to shoot at their own potential, never mind that of their trusty rifle. Ask yourself this: What is the maximum distance you can put five rounds offhand into an eight inch circle (the size of a deer’s “kill zone”, the “pie plate test”) with your deer rifle? Can you do it at 200 yards? 100 yards? Only 50 yards? An honest appraisal of our own skills at the range is often enough to convince us of our need for more practice.

Shooting off the bench makes for smaller groups, but doing only bench shooting won’t help you at all in the field. I will admit that certain knowledge of what your rifle and load is capable of doing can boost your confidence, but there is no substitute for regular practice from a variety of positions. Usually, one shot is all you’ll get, so you have to do it right the first time. Lots of realistic practice will help you make that one shot count. Ranges with running game targets are almost as rare as Bigfoot, but if you have one near you, by all means go for it. Taping targets to old tires and
rolling them down a hill and other similarly creative ideas will work, too, if you give some careful thought to how you can do it safely. Shooting at reactive targets, metal gongs, or silhouettes at random distances can be fun, too – turn your back while a friend moves them around, then when you’re told it’s safe, turn and shoot at them.

Don’t forget about your .22! In fact, it should be the first rifle for you to try peep sights on. The ammo’s much cheaper, it’s lots of fun, and you’ll shoot it a lot more. Then, when you’ve gotten comfortable shooting it on the range, take it out after some speedy little red squirrels to get ready for deer or bear season. When you can hit one of the little buggers at 50 yards, a deer at 100 looks huge and easy to hit. It shouldn’t take very long for you to see the light and put a set on your big game rig, too. You won’t regret it.